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General
Now that I have Suitcase™  I'm going crazy with the number of fonts I have onboard

without creating an enormous system file.    Not that I ever use them but it sure looks 
impressive.  This program will list all Font families and the sizes in each family that are in
the system file and in a font Suitcase™ file.

Operation
As the DA opens, it finds the number of fonts and then makes a window large 

enough to hold the information.  Up to 21 font families, the window is narrower as shown 
below.  The height is scaled as required.  Over 21 fonts, the window is as above and can 
hold information on 44 families.    Over that your out of luck with this version.   Fonts 
with numbers up to 512 will be displayed.  

Font numbers 1 & 3 are one and the same so the totals at the bottom are not really true. 
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Number 1 is known as the system font (used for desktop file names etc.) and can be 
changed to be other than Geneva.  There is a DA or an application somewhere in the CIS 
DL's to do it.
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If you are fortunate enough to own Suitcase™, then may I suggest that the system file 
contain only the Chicago, Geneva and Monaco fonts.    As well as the sizes that the 
system requires, the system should contain any other sizes of these fonts you may 
require.  The Suitcase file should not also contain these fonts.

The Lightspeed C source code is included with this upload, do as you like with it.

The project requires only MacTraps library, there is no resource file. 

Dec 28/87             Written by Jim Leitch, Toronto, Canada.
CIS 70416,1532     Phone 416 498 0828  (There most of the time except in the summer.)
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